Utrecht University Student Award Regulations, Extraordinary Social Commitment category (2018-2019)

1. The jury will assess only a student who was registered as a student for one month at least at Utrecht University between 31 May 2018 and 31 May 2019.

2. Participants are presumed to be familiar with and agree to these regulations.

3. A student or group of students must meet the following criteria:
   • Besides his, her or their study, the student or group of students must have achieved extraordinary performance in society or in a social field.
   • The student or group of students has a positive effect on the image of students in general and of UU students in particular.

4. The person submitting the nomination does not necessarily have to belong to the university community.

5. Students or groups of students may not nominate themselves.

6. The jury will be appointed by the Board of Utrecht University and comprise persons from various disciplines.

7. Members of the jury are excluded from participation and may not nominate students or groups of students.

8. All nominations must be made by 1 June 2019 at the latest, complete with the required appendices, send by e-mail to the secretary of the jury, Frank Peters (f.j.v.m.peters@uu.nl). Incomplete nominations will not be considered. Those who submit nominations will receive confirmation of receipt.

9. Documents submitted will not be returned.

10. The submission must be written in Dutch or in English.

11. Submissions must include the following details:
   • Name and titles, telephone number, and e-mail address of the person submitting the nomination.
   • Name, address, telephone number, email address, date of birth of the student(s) submitted for nomination.
   • Name of the programme and (planned) graduation date of the student(s).

12. The submission must include the following appendices:
   • A motivation of max. 1 A4 describing why the nomination was made.
   • A description of max. 1 A4 setting out in detail and scope the nominee’s activities during his or her study (per student in case of a group nomination).
   • A curriculum vitae for the proposed candidate of max. 1 A4 (per student in case of a group nomination).

13. The jury may deviate from the above if a substantiated request is submitted to that effect.

14. The jury will assess the nominations and establish a maximum of four nominees, including the winner. The jury may seek advice from external experts.

15. Depending on the number and quality of the nominations, the jury may decide:
   • To establish fewer than 4 nominees;
   • Not to issue the award.

16. The winner will receive an award which consists of a certificate, 1,500 euros.

17. The jury’s decision is final and there will be no correspondence regarding the jury’s decision.

18. The results will be announced during the opening of the Academic Year. Nominees and the person(s) who nominated the student or group of students will be informed in advance of candidacy. The results will be published on the UU-website.
19. All cases not provided for by these regulations will be decided by the chairman of the jury.